acculturation to the confessional state. Catholic princes, in the now common view, pursued a course similar in effect, if less confrontational to the church's legal authority. 10 This involves something different than a unifying political theology. A Wittenberg dichotomy of spiritual and worldly things can imply (and has implied) that Luther actually nullified the role of theologians in politics, leaving the religious controversy more or less incidental to the long-term development of territorial rule. 11 The most overt temporal interference in church affairs, and a crucial test-case of Protestant political ambitions, was the confiscation of church property; and this, too, could seem to reinforce such religious indifference to politics. Confiscation followed traditional patterns, not new ones created by evangelical doctrine or polemic, as Walter Ziegler has pointed out. 12 Nor did confiscation as such make a prince reformed, as Protestant clergy on occasion reminded the League of Schmalkalden. 13 The most effective rulers to interfere in the church's material affairs in that age were Catholic-the Habsburg rulers of Catholic Spain and the Netherlands. Karlheinz Blaschke has argued that the Reformation provided an opportunity for increased bureaucratic control of society by the state, but a state in transition from "the territorial dominion of the Middle Ages to the territorial state of the early modern era." He concludes, "The Reformation tied these together. It advanced the construction of the territorial state, while the rising territorial state fostered-not to say, made possible-the victory of the Reformation." Karlheinz Blaschke, "The Reformation and the Rise of the Territorial State," in Luther and the Modern State in Germany (see note 9), 74-75. Ernst Schubert has pointed out that the transition from medieval dominion to state in fact took place in a much longer time frame, and it was not very far advanced in the first half of the sixteenth century. Ernst Schubert, "Vom Gebot zur Landesordnung," in Die deutsche Reformation zwischen Spätmittelalter und Früher Neuzeit, Schriften des Historischen Kollegs. Kolloquien 50, ed. Thomas A. Brady emphasized. 15 They reveal a ruler's ability to interfere with the patronage rights of foreigners and seigneurs at home-the ability to dominate others in a specific place. Confiscation carried tremendous symbolic weight, violating the protected sanctity of church property while undermining the claims of Europe's most articulate sovereign, who ruled a spiritual empire from Rome. The papacy, in defending the church's (somewhat hypothetical) independence from all other temporal powers, had prompted the first detailed philosophical discussions of sovereignty in Europe over two hundred years before penitential abuse stirred Luther's conscience. In northern Europe in the 1520s and 1530s, these discussions were still waiting to be separated from the question of church power by a Bodin, an Althusius, or a Grotius. 16 Confiscations threatened both papal sovereignty (as it had been debated over the previous two hundred years) and a temporal order that granted privilege to the position of the church, not as a consequence of a concept of the territorial state, but as a practical consequence of religious controversy. Confiscations also afford a lateral view of religious politics across territories, the emerging confessions, and competing political ambitions, as any examination of the property debate in the League of Schmalkalden demonstrates. In that debate, Protestant theologians made a specific political contribution, which posed not as a new ideology, but as a defense of the prerogatives of the church. Protestant clergy presented themselves and their rulers as discriminating defenders of religious tradition. The clergy tried to limit the designs of temporal rulers on church things, while also encouraging rulers to divest clergy loyal to Rome. Religious principle thus came to play a surprisingly important, practical role in the politics of church property and in the formation of an empire of two churches.
The League of Schmalkalden and Church Property
The League of Schmalkalden was preoccupied with church property from the time of its birth at the end of 1530. The most pressing threat against its first members was not war. The emperor and the archduke of Austria, bogged down by campaigns against the Ottomans and the French, were anxious for broad German support and were in no position to undertake a German war. The most pressing threat against the League was a newly revitalized Imperial Chamber Court. Near the conclusion of the imperial Diet of 1530, after the breakdown of negotiations over the religious controversy (and after the Landgrave of Hesse and the Elector of Saxony left the Diet), the imperial estates made their demands. They insisted on the restitution of church properties and repositioned the court to serve as the clearinghouse for lawsuits against Protestants who had taken over the properties of monasteries or reassigned church incomes in violation of the rights of church patrons. Restitution cases had been multiplying before all manner of ecclesiastical and temporal courts. Even though the revitalized Imperial Chamber Court's power to coerce was greatly limited (plaintiffs could not expect the court to end a case but found its decision a useful tool in ongoing conflicts), 18 the new Protestant League stationed two procurators at Speyer to protest the court's competence in religious matters. 19 This protesting adapted a tactic that Martin Luther himself began early in the religious controversy, namely, his appeal to a general council in 1518 and again in 1520. 20 The emperor soon supported such a council to resolve the religious controversy, first in 1524, while also repeatedly insisting that papal and imperial judgments against Luther be fulfilled. Members of the emperor's inner circle promoted the general council, the imperial Diet of Speyer in 1526 endorsed it, the protesting estates at Speyer in 1529 appealed to it, and the new League of Schmalkalden appealed to it, too.
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These appeals helped keep the controversy in a prolonged state of suspended animation, which was useful to contending parties, contention being endemic to a state with significant representation but low governmental capacity-in this case, the community of estates comprising the Holy Roman Empire. 22 Pope Paul III was the first to try seriously to summon a general council, at Mantua, soon after his coronation in 1534, although the council only opened at Trent a decade later. And no sooner had Pope Paul issued his first invitations than did Martin Luther and his colleagues challenge conciliar authority. 23 By then, appeals to a church council had served their political purpose. The appeals helped establish the controversy as a religious matter falling to ecclesiastical rather than temporal jurisdiction, to a council rather than to an imperial or other secular court.
The League tried to recuse the Imperial Chamber Court. When the 1532 Truce of Nuremberg failed to end restitution suits, legal maneuvering intensified, prolonging cases by alleging the court's prejudice and incompetence in religious matters. The League (1) tried various ways to weaken the court's influence, (2) expanded its own membership and assumed, by 1538, a dominant position in the north, and (3) navigated a course with, through, or around the aggressive ambitions of the Elector of Saxony, who tried to use the exemptions granted to religious cases (the basis of the recusation of the Imperial Chamber Court) in several other expansionist campaigns, dragging the League along with him. It is difficult to describe how all this happened, in part because the League as a body never embraced a coherent set of political goals, beyond the one named in its constitution: defense of the faith of the Augsburg Confession, and hence, by clear implication, the preservation of property gains from churches. 24 Charles and Ferdinand answered the League's growth with a series of concessions, including a temporary suspension of restitution suits before the Imperial Chamber Court and the famous religious colloquies of 1540 and 1541. 25 The negotiations of 1540 and 1541 provided the League's cities and princes with a tremendous opportunity, not merely to defend their doctrines before the imperial estates' choice intellectuals (no one could reasonably expect to convert anyone), but also to draw a line in the sand at church property, which they simply refused to discuss. The League achieved this by publishing a common position on confiscated properties at its diet in the spring of 1540 and by precluding negotiation over property when it answered the emperor's invitation to the religious dialogue. 26 In imperial circles, it had long been suspected that at least some of Luther's supporters would abandon the schism if they were granted the properties they had confiscated.
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The emperor was, of course, very enterprising himself, when it came to church property, having expanded his rights to it in Spain and the Netherlands. He was also very devout and no lover of the Imperial Chamber Court, which generally helped the estates circumvent the emperor's personal justice. The emperor eventually suspended the Imperial Chamber Court in 1543, and the imperial Diet confirmed the suspension in 1544. This outcome amounted to de facto recognition of Protestant churches, as Thomas A. Brady, Jr. has pointed out.
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Although he destroyed the League in the brief war of 1546-1547, the emperor had set a strong precedent by his earlier concessions, in particular, the end of legal action against Protestant sequestrators in 1543. Postwar negotiations in effect restored the status quo ante that the politicians of the League created. The empire accepted the property changes undergirding the evangelical reorganization of churches before 1552 (before the Peace of Passau), despite the heresy of the Protestant faith. 29 This set the stage for ongoing property disputes all the way to the Peace of Westphalia. 
Theologians and the League of Schmalkalden
Theologians played an important role in the League's strategy for the simple reason that the League needed confiscations to be defined as religious deeds, performed to advance religion, and not as mere sequestrations in the technical sense (the protective custody of property during a dispute). 31 Clergy defined the religion; and until a general council condemned evangelical doctrines, such confiscations were legally justifiable as protective actions, or as actions meant to protect a reforming Catholic Church.
Defining the religious purpose of confiscations might have been fairly straightforward, had the new theologians developed trans-regional structures of religious authority or a new theory about church management. They did not. Instead, they relied on consensus-building among university-trained men as occasion arose.
Occasion first arose before, during, and after the Peasants' War of 1524-1525. At the beginning, evangelical theologians entertained a variety of approaches and answers to the question of church property. There was the early suggestion that the city of Leisnig should use properties controlled by the Cistercians of Buch to support evangelical pastors and create a poor chest (Luther in 1522). The contrary point was also made: that a prince must not assign a church income to an evangelical pastor against the wishes of the church's Catholic patron (in this case, the collegiate chapter of Eisenach-Luther's point in October 1525). Yet another suggestion was that a prince should use church endowments to install and pay evangelical preachers (also Luther's point in 1525). Another argument held that a prince should require communities to fund their new pastors, and only where the people were too poor could cloister property be used for this purpose (also Luther's point, in 1526).
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When the Palatine Elector asked Johannes Brenz, evangelical preacher in Schwäbisch Hall, to answer the famous twelve articles of the 1525 revolt, Brenz offered the opinion that a territorial prince supporting an evangelical appointment could trump the claim of a foreign Catholic patron. 33 But this gesture toward such a prince's territorial sovereignty was impractical. When two years later the Swabian League tried to pressure its members to capture runaway monks and nuns, Johannes Brenz authored a memorandum for Schwäbisch Hall complaining that the emperor illegally forced the League to interfere in religion. No one, he explained, could bind the conscience of a city council in religious matters. That is, the division between spiritual and secular jurisdictions was absolute. 34 Of course, Brenz made this point in support of the council's defense of evangelical preaching, e.g., a temporal authority's religious interventions (Luther taught that such preaching would create monastic attrition, which would leave empty cloisters, which rulers could then take into protective custody).
The red thread running through all advice was the promotion of evangelical preaching, whether by the exercise of an evangelical sympathizer's power or by the limitation of an opponent's power. Theologians must have remembered what Melanchthon, since 1521, or Erasmus before him, had taught them: that temporal authority must care for religion. Brenz, Werke, 1/2 :197-210. 35 Estes, Peace, Order and the Glory of God, 53, 55-58.
CHRISTOPHER OCKER
Or in other words, a ruler should be religious in the context of one's estate. Theological advice was not based on a concept of temporal power per se, but on a concept of good religion. It was necessary to portray the old faith and monasticism as religious malpractice. 36 Once the League of Schmalkalden was formed, a consensus on church property gradually took shape among theologians associated with the League's members. Princes like Philip of Hesse, whose confiscations in 1527 set an early benchmark for evangelical churchplundering, defended their actions as defense of religion, as protecting the church from the malpractice of priests, monks, and nuns-an extension of their jurisdiction over churches, the Kirchenvogtei.
37 They ignored any supervening protective role in the church that the emperor might claim. The clergy generally did not want to imply a free extension of territorial sovereignty over churches (for example, Luther to the Elector of Saxony in 1531). 38 Early advice to members of the League limited intervention to the ruling authority's sphere of church patronage (for example, Hessian and Saxon theologians to the city of Bremen in 1533, Wittenberg theologians to the city of Augsburg in 1536, and Luther and Melanchthon to Frankfurt am Main in 1535).
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Mutual Catholic-Protestant recognition of patronage rights was promoted by the League of Schmalkalden's diet in December 1535 and by the Landgrave of Hesse. 40 One could think of this as a confessionally equitable position. Or one could call it a position that preserved the baseline of respect required by participation in the community of estates that was the Holy Roman Empire. Theologians only granted rulers a free hand in church property when property remained after the needs of schools, poor relief, and public welfare had been met. That was hardly a radical point of view. It was established in both canon law and Roman law. 41 In fact, in Roman law, the common welfare to which church property could be applied included relief from such princely burdens as debt or the payment of ransom. 42 Protestants had not moved the theoretical question of temporal power in the church forward at all.
In other words, there was considerable ambiguity to be found in theological advice from the late 1520s and early 1530s, when confiscations seemed difficult and often tenuous. Before 1535, evangelical theologians worried more about failed confiscations than overly successful ones. Landgrave was careful to articulate his actions in 1527 in religious terms. 43 The Elector of Saxony seemed to proceed cautiously, putting confiscated properties under his chancellery only in 1543. 44 The duke of Braunschweig-Lüneburg contended against several powerful monastic foundations in his territory for years. 45 City councils that endorsed evangelical preachers-for example Strasbourg, Magdeburg, and Hamburg-struggled with cathedral and collegiate chapters and monasteries, often inconclusively. 46 Their efforts could look strenuous; their successes, fragile. The exception was Ulrich of Württemberg. Restored to his duchy in 1534 with the help of the Landgrave, Wittelsbach support, and French money, Ulrich immediately planned the confiscation of church property. In 1535, his officers completed their spectacular sweep through the monasteries of his realm. 47 One-third of his territory's farmlands were transferred from monasteries to him.
At the League's diet in February 1537 the imperial Vice-Chancellor Matthias Held presented a papal invitation to a general church council, along with a rejection of Protestant complaints against the Imperial Chamber Court. 48 Tensions among the imperial estates soon escalated with the formation of the Catholic Nuremberg League, preparations for war, and simultaneous initiatives to reach a negotiated settlement within the empire apart from the papacy. There were overtures across the emerging confessional lines. In February 1538, the imperial vicechancellor noted that disputes over church property need not impede negotiations over a ruler's right to promote religion.
49 The League was, by then, assuming a more aggressive posture in the religious controversy. In advice to the city of Augsburg, where the installation of evangelical preachers in cloister churches in previous years had done little to end monasticism, the League advocated temporal interference in the church without regard to the rights of foreign patrons. 50 Meanwhile, theologians could hardly overlook the way church incomes had evaporated in Württemberg; and already at the February 1537 diet of the League, the clergy raised the alarm. There Philip Melanchthon presented a petition to the League's princes from "the preachers, subjects, and willing servants, all assembled here."
51 They begged the League to demand that its estates preserve church and cloister property for reformed churches and schools, and they demanded a unified policy on church property. The League acknowledged the problem a year later, when it asked its members to solicit briefs from theologians. 53 Both the Augsburg and Strasbourg recommendations are remarkable, but not for their view of the state. To their authors, society was a Christian community with church offices arranged in an evangelical manner. This represents a certain Protestant innovation, but it also allowed for peculiarities of imperial constitution, such as the use of the name "bishop" as a title for a form of temporal rule. More remarkably, these Bibleoriented Protestants used canon law to support evangelical arguments.
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Both briefs argued for a concept of spiritual community that precluded temporal dominion. The true possessions of the church, Musculus and Wolfahrt said, were faith, hope, and love: its material things were mere conveniences. 55 Church property was strictly intended for religious uses. Bucer emphasized the same point. Both documents then argued for a hierarchy of uses of church property: pastoral ministry, schools, poor relief, and, finally, general welfare. This list of uses became standard among the League's theologians. Both briefs took pains to show that this pragmatic-evangelical view of property was not uniquely Protestant. Musculus and Wolfahrt constructed their arguments around meticulous citations of canon and Roman law, and Bucer also relied on canon law to demonstrate the agreement between Protestants and the church's ancient councils.
Theirs was, in short, a self-conscious presentation of evangelical Catholicity. They had noticed the reformist strands of Gratian's Decretum-its use of ancient conciliar decrees and the eleventhcentury reform papacy's condemnations of simony, its support of pastoral ministry by bishops, and its defense of church immunities. Selectively used (which is the only way the Decretum can be used), the canon law supported claims that (1) church property was meant purely to serve true religion, (2) monasteries were supposed to facilitate Christian acculturation, and (3) pastors were not meant to be princes (as in prince-bishops) or personally enfeoffed with church property. Having (selectively) harnessed themselves to the principles of eleventhcentury reform, the authors then marshaled the usual evangelical arguments against papal tyranny and church corruption, pleading for the new faith. Protestants, they insisted, were not church robbers. Corrupt Catholics were. Catholics misused the church's things.
We know that upon this discussion, the League's diet at Eisenach admonished the Protestant estates to avoid the breakup of church property, 56 and we know that theological discussion continued. Bucer's recommendation was sent to Ambrosius Blarer, and Bucer himself was sent to Marburg to show the Landgrave's theologians and jurists how to use church tradition 53 to defend confiscated properties. Bucer then continued to Wittenberg, where he brought another memorandum from his Strasbourg colleague, Wolfgang Capito. 57 Luther offered his own tired response to Bucer in a letter to Strasbourg. Best to let the matter rest, he said, but admonish church-holders who neglect pastoral care; use Bucer's sources to pressure monks and nuns who are slow to leave cloisters. 58 Melanchthon sent Strasbourg a more constructive response in essential agreement with Bucer's arguments the same day, adding only that the patrons of churches may use a portion of church property for the common good and to compensate for expenses incurred for the church's sake. 59 Another recommendation by Bucer was circulated at the League's diet of Frankfurt in April 1539 and by the electoral princes of Brandenburg and the Palatinate, who were attempting to build a peace party across confessional lines. 60 In 129 paragraphs, this recommendation defended the temporal ruler's obligation to reform the church; identified the true church with correct doctrine, a correct practice of sacraments, and a correct exercise of discipline; allowed for secular uses of church property; and argued that prince-bishops be replaced by lay officers. It frequently invoked canon law by name without ever citing particular laws. It seems to presuppose the canonical arguments Musculus, Wolfahrt, and Bucer had earlier made.
In April 1539, it was agreed to negotiate the religious controversy at the imperial Diet (resulting in the Truce of Frankfurt). This must have unsettled everyone. As the League's meeting in December of that year approached, the Landgrave worried that Protestant theologians would undermine confiscations. 61 At the meeting itself, the Elector of Saxony worried that a negotiated settlement would freeze the reformation and prevent new gains (he was soon to try to install an evangelical into the bishopric of Naumburg). 62 Duke Ulrich of Württemberg worried that princely rights would be compromised. 63 The city of Ulm complained that supporting clergy was costing them thousands of gulden. 64 Princes pleaded that questions about church property be left to the consciences of rulers. 65 The cities demanded that the League take a common position. 66 And the League did. The League reached and published a common position on church property at its next meeting, at Schmalkalden in March and April 1540. 67 Theologians representing the two Saxonies, Hesse, Nassau, Strasbourg, Magdeburg, and Bremen were assembled to approve a recommendation authored by Melanchthon on 9 March 1540. 68 The recommendation made 57 six simple points, all of which had variously appeared in the memoranda of the last two years:
(1) that rulers must reform the church, (2) that church property must serve the locality for which it had been given, (3) that a church income must remain with the office for which it had been given (i.e., is not a personal possession of an incompetent pastor who has been removed), (4) that church property belongs to the community, (5) that property cannot be taken from the church, and (6) that cities and princes should get along. These points were presented to the League's estates on 11 March and discussed on 13 and 14 March. A clause for the diet's recess on church property was drafted two days later. 69 The final version of the diet's recess emphasized how the League had consulted theologians, and it emphasized religion. It stated a government's obligation to fulfill its religious obligations: by appointing God-fearing men to church offices, educating the youth, caring for the poor, and correcting religious practices. Church property was to be used to support pastors, preachers, and ministers who preach and propagate God's word; to prepare youth for church offices; and to help the poor. The members of the League promised to establish hospitals and common chests, offer aid to poor students, both noble and common, and give pensions to retired clergy. Whatever monies then remained would be used to the advantage of good government and God. 70 As the League reached its common position on church property, negotiations for a German settlement to the religious controversy continued. This is where the true force of the League's discussion of church property can best be seen. An official invitation to an imperial religious colloquy was sent to the League's diet at Schmalkalden, and the League's official response was approved on 11 April 1540 and sent under the names of the Landgrave and the Elector of Saxony to Nicholas Perrenot de Granvelle, the imperial chancellor; it was produced in German, Latin, and French versions (John Calvin provided the French translation for the emperor).
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The response began in a studied irenic tone, then quickly switched to a diatribe on church property. It accused Catholics of church robbery, insisted on the religious sincerity of Protestant actions, and claimed that Protestants converted monastic properties to new charitable uses only after monks and nuns voluntarily abandoned these properties in response to evangelical preaching, in obedience to the gospel. The response claimed that new property administrators were then appointed (they were surely mindful that cities and princes had been appointing such administrators in the name of reform for over a century). Protestant princes, the Landgrave and Elector argued, only wanted to assure good management of church property. The Imperial Chamber Court's actions against the League's members were entirely unjust, shielded corrupt clergy, and threatened to undermine the churches' civilizing role and ruin human society. Only after the diatribe on church property did the authors turn to the doctrinal disagreements between the new faith and the old.
The League's response to the imperial invitation to a religious colloquy must have fascinated Granvelle. To date, the Emperor Charles V had himself been an extraordinarily effective user of 69 Staatsarchiv Marburg Beistand 3 No. 538, ff. 59r-60v and Ocker, Church Robbers, 228-29 n. 49. 70 Roth, "Kirchengüterfrage," 301-2. Akten der deutschen Reichsreligionsgespräche, 2:1105-6 no. 393. church property, as Jacob Fühner recently showed in a detailed study of the Netherlands. Charles had repeatedly won portions of all church benefices in Dutch realms, and he temporarily confiscated properties of the ten largest monasteries of Flanders. He took over the temporal domain of the bishop of Utrecht and was well on his way to controlling the bishoprics of Utrecht, Lüttich, Arras, Tournai, and Cambrai (which he accomplished by the end of his life). All of this encroachment had to be, to one extent or another, negotiated with Rome.
72 Protestants knew that Granvelle was hardly prudish about church property (the anonymous memorandum of the League's diet of Frankfurt in 1539 noted that Charles used ecclesiastical incomes to pay Granvelle).
73 Some Catholics followed the rekindling of religious negotiations in Germany with concern. Pope Paul III noticed that Protestants meant to evade discussion of church property by taking advantage of the emperor's desperation to build up his anti-Turkish army with German soldiers. 74 The papal nuncio to King Ferdinand, Giovanni Marone, feared that all of Germany was about to be lost. 75 They may have underestimated Charles's Catholicism. But they were right about the danger to church property.
The famous Regensburg Colloquy came and went without addressing church property, just as the League had insisted. After it, two Protestant memoranda, one anonymous and one by Melanchthon, repeated the grounds for ending suits against Protestant confiscators and justifying Protestant uses of church property. 76 Cardinal Gasparo Contarini signaled the readiness of Catholics themselves to redistribute church properties to schools (essential to the growth of Jesuit and Capuchin schools later in the century). 77 And the emperor secretly promised to respect Protestant acquisitions. 78 The League's final effort to recuse the Imperial Chamber Court came in 1542, with the court suspended in 1543-1544. 79 The court's suspension tacitly validated Protestant claims to reorganize churches and their properties for religious, rather than secular, ends. The religious controversy continued. The colloquies failed. The Elector's ambitions weakened the League. The League lost the war in 1547.
But ultimately, how much did this really matter to the survival of the new faith? What exactly had the Protestants been aiming for? From 1538 to 1545, it was difficult to know if the League hoped to win acceptance of the new church within the imperial Diet or establish a counter-diet, a counter-empire. The theologians had their religious purposes. They aimed to free the church of abuses. Although they knew that the ambitions of princes and ruling elites could undermine their cause, the theologians expected princes and city councils to support them; these theologians also recognized that evangelical security required some political compromises. And maybe they always expected the apocalypse that the war of 1546-1547 promised to deliver. 80 But the tacit acceptance of Protestant property claims meant the new church would survive. 72 Fühner, Die Kirchen-und die antireformatorische Religionspolitik, 89-165. 73 The memorandum of note 60, above. 
The Unresolved State of Religion
There is a tendency to associate confiscations of church property with the progress of confessional states and territorial churches. But to participants, the religious controversy in Germany had another elusive goal-the restoration of true religion. In the first generation of Protestants, the most that a discerning observer could see, amid the ongoing struggle to advance the new faith in territories and cities, was a serendipitous movement toward an empire of two churches.
For religion's political landscape was hard. It changed slowly. Princes still exercised personal dominion, in spite of a gradual, tectonic movement toward full-fledged states. Clergy still claimed church privileges, even if temporal guardians were henceforth the guarantors of the authenticity of religious communities. In this landscape, the new faith's position was soft. The tenacity of some old religious foundations in many places whose rulers were committed to the Augsburg Confession kept the confessional solidity of many Protestant territories an open question. Luther's heresy survived in an officially Catholic imperial polity. The old faith survived in evangelical territories. This mixed circumstance could be found to one degree or another in most places; it points to a continued intermingling of Protestant and Catholic networks of patronage and support.
Sixteenth-century bi-confessional churches and the simultaneum, a church building shared by two confessions, established in numerous cities and territories after the Peace of Westphalia (some 64 "simultaneous churches" still exist in Germany today), provide the most obvious evidence of the compromises to which the process of territorial confessionalization was repeatedly subjected since the beginning of the Reformation and throughout the early modern period. 81 The fact of an inconclusive German Reformation is obscured if one focuses only on the most comprehensive territorial conversions: Prussia at the periphery of the Holy Roman Empire and Hesse at the center of Germany in the late 1520s, Württemberg in the mid 1530s, or the most Protestant moments in cities like Magdeburg or Halberstadt. In Magdeburg, Franciscans abandoned town in February 1542 when alms had declined and could no longer sustain the friars who had survived there. They left by pairs praying the Rosary. The Carmelites handed their cloister over to the Old City council in 1545, the Penitents of Mary Magdalene in 1546, and the remaining orders during the Schmalkald War in 1546-1547. In Halberstadt during the Schmalkald War, the council confiscated cloisters, sending a regiment of bare-breasted women dancing and grabbing their way through the Franciscan refectory (the council presented the friars with secular garments made out of their own altar cloths).
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Events like these at Magdeburg or Halberstadt belonged to seasons of unusual confessional clarity. Confessional ambivalence was as real and in many regions more prevalent at the height of the religious controversy, in the early 1540s, when the League of Schmalkalden was in its most politically ambitious phase. Accordingly, a French observer of the religious colloquies of 1540 and 1541, John Calvin, in letters to his friend Guillaume Farel, lauding the Protestant Johann Friedrich's belligerence, worried about Protestants who would compromise reform. He was troubled by the genuine possibility of religious peace! 83 Prominent men believed in the marriage of reform and an imperial peace, including the evangelical theologian Martin Bucer and the Catholic Johannes Wild (cathedral preacher in Mainz), the electors of Brandenburg and the Palatinate, the bishop of Münster and Osnabrück, and the emperor himself.
The unresolved state of religion defines the German Reformation, reminding us that religious norms were more easily argued by theologians than uniformly followed by society at large. Perhaps the simplest way to observe this condition is to consider monasticism. Monasticism is relevant to us for the simple reason that monasteries were landholders, sometimes very great landholders, and hence they fragmented the dominions of the European historian's much-anticipated confessional states. The new faith rebutted the most compelling reason to become a monk or a nun-to save one's soul and the souls of others. This rebuttal coincided with, and surely abetted, widespread attrition in monasteries. Yet many monasteries survived. What does this say about Reformation-era Christianity?
It points, for one, to the fact that not every ruler followed a confessionally predictable script. The evangelical Duchess Elisabeth of Calenberg-Göttingen introduced an evangelical order for cloisters, but this order preserved both the divine office (a Catholic regimen of monastic prayer) and monastic property. In contrast, her Catholic son Erich, though anxious to return churches in his territory to Catholic obedience, burdened monasteries with mortgages and excises, treating them as though they belonged to his fisc. 84 On the other hand, a Protestant duke could cover his infringement of some rights by claiming to guard others. The six women's monasteries of the duchy of Lüneburg lost some part of their incomes in 1529 and 1530. Duke Erich replaced their provosts with his own unilaterally appointed procurators, confiscated whatever account documents his men could lay their hands on, tried to take over incomes, liquidated property without the monasteries' consent, and placed the nuns on state welfare. But he did this as protector, guaranteeing traditional rights and prerogatives, as the alarmed nuns at Wienhausen, Isenhagen, and Lüne carefully noted in their chronicles. 85 The memory of the rebellions of 1524-1525 provided other pretexts for state encroachment. At the Cistercian monastery of Wienhausen in 1529, the monastery's provost claimed to confiscate documents on Duke Erich's behalf for their protection, in case the monastery were destroyed in a peasants' war.
But nuns were tenacious. At Lüne and Wienhausen, they resisted the harangues of the duke's preachers and the personal admonitions of the duke. Unwilling to leave the monastery, deprived of the Catholic sacraments, and subjected to a Lutheran divine office in German, the community eventually converted by default. At Lüne, their resistance weakened after 1535. 87 At Wienhausen, in contrast, the last Catholic abbess came to office as late as 1565. 88 All six Lüneburg women's monasteries continue to exist to the present day as Protestant convents. Their properties were never completely liquidated; and although long "converted," they remembered their Catholic past sympathetically. 89 Monks were tenacious, too, even while gradually converting. Far to the south, in the margraviate of Ansbach-Kulmbach, the Cistercian monastery of Heilsbronn, first subjected to evangelical reforms in 1524, still thought of itself as Cistercian, long after its formal (papally approved) conversion to a collegiate foundation and long after abandoning the Cistercian habit. A brief restoration of the monastery to Cistercian control in 1549 must have seemed natural. The margrave of Ansbach-Kulmbach did not gain complete control of the cloister's properties until 1578. 90 Evangelical rulers accepted compromises with Catholic foundations. The cities of Strasbourg and Magdeburg reached compromises with their cathedrals by 1534. 91 It took decades to control monasteries in the principalities of Magdeburg and Halberstadt in the second half of the sixteenth century. 92 The cities of Hamburg and Augsburg managed to force their cathedral chapters out of town walls, but they could not control all cathedral assets, however much they thought they should. In Hamburg, the controversy over the chapter's right to self-rule droned on to 1561 and ended in compromise. 93 The city of Halberstadt's evangelically sympathetic council failed to control religious life in the town until 1539, when it began a concerted effort to do so, an effort that lasted until the defeat of the Schmalkald League (1547). 94 Even Basel, scene of one of the most revolutionary endings of urban Catholicism in 1529, struggled intermittently for over a century against the claims of its exiled cathedral chapter. 95 Notwithstanding such compromises, the greatest losers of the Reformation were without doubt religious foundations, and yet many survived. Even a rough survey of losses is highly instructive. Let us consider eight examples on the grand scale of the empire as a whole: the most pervasive form of corporate church (collegiate foundations), an old order generally rich in lands (Benedictines), two high-medieval reform orders (Carthusians and Cistercians), two military orders (Teutonic Knights and Hospitallers of Saint John), and two mendicant orders (Carmelites and Augustinian Hermits).
Of the 121 Cistercian monasteries for men, 68 survived (56 percent), 50 closed, and another 3 closed and reopened in the seventeenth century. Of 255 Cistercian monasteries for women, 82 survived (32 percent), 163 closed, 4 more closed and reopened in the sixteenth century, and another 6 closed and were reestablished in the seventeenth century. Of the 124 commanderies of the Teutonic Knights, 73 survived (58 percent), 25 closed, 1 more closed and was reestablished in the seventeenth century, whereas another 14 commanderies became Lutheran and another 11 (in the Netherlands) became Reformed. Of 124 commanderies of the Hospitallers of Saint John, 85 survived (62 percent) and 34 closed, with another 10 closing and later reopening, whereas 9 became Protestant.
Ninety-six of the 160 cloisters of the German provinces of the Augustinian Hermits (which included regions east, south, and west of Germany today) were closed during the religious controversy (40 percent survived the century). 104 The provinces that covered Luther's area of immediate influence, Saxony and Thuringia, together with the Reformed Congregation led by Luther's close friends Johannes Stauptiz and then Wenzeslaus Linck, were the most strongly affected (both provinces ceased to exist in the Reformation, their surviving convents incorporated into other provinces). They lost 35 cloisters from 1523 to 1538, largely as a result of the Luther controversy, 105 and another 9 after the Protestant conversion of Albertine Saxony and Brandenburg. 106 The Bavarian province lost 18 cloisters, 6 before 1538 and another 6 up to 1548. 107 The vast majority of Augustinian Hermit houses closed when incomes had fallen below sustainable levels or their membership dwindled, reflecting an impact of evangelical doctrine. Such attrition also affected cloisters that managed to keep their doors open. Luther's order reflects an extreme point on the scale of Protestant impact on monasticism: his influence on monks was most strongly felt in his own religious order.
The Carmelites were a much smaller order in Germany. Of the 24 cloisters of the Carmelite province of Upper Germany, which extended from southwest Hungary through Austria, Bavaria, and Franconia into Swabia, 8 were closed as a result of the evangelical movement (77 percent survived). 108 An additional cloister closed through attrition, but there is no known connection of this to evangelical preaching (Gösing, 1548). Another was relocated to Vienna due to the Turkish occupation of parts of Hungary (Fünfkirchen), and another was destroyed in the Turkish occupation (Priwitz).
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Although these are not really commensurable numbers, and I have not explained their variability, they illustrate a simple point: the Reformation was an unresolved controversy, an undecided contest, and the inconclusive state of religion would determine the Reformation's future. In small places, the closure of an old foundation generally represents a moment at which declining membership or loss of income reached such a miserable point that intervention by a temporal ruler, acting as guardian of church property, the guarantor of its ongoing religious uses, was justifiable. In small places, the survival of a foundation can represent a religious community's ability to resist interference, or it can represent the presence of old-faith guardians. In either case, the survival of a monastery points to the importance of a social environment in confessional debate. If one considers that social environment on the grand scale-the cumulative experience of the burghers, councils, seigneurs, nobles, and princes who participated in the management of churches and cloistersone sees that Protestant and Catholic arguments for reform proved inconclusive. The uncertainties created by this must have contributed mightily to doubts about the value of traditional religious institutions, but not to the elimination of religious orders as early Protestants had expected. Yet in the sixteenth century, there was agreement across the board on the cause of monastic decline. Protestants and Catholics both said it was the new faith. Protestants claimed that monastic attrition was an effect of evangelical preaching. Catholics claimed that it was an effect of Luther's heresy. The clarity of this polemic is muddled by the panorama of sixteenth-century cloisters, whose closures and conversions prove how hard it was, in real life, to win confessional battles.
This brings us to a large place, the empire, and the grand sweep of time. We know that the events of the sixteenth century could not prevent an eventual resurgence of monasticism in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and monastic losses in the Reformation cannot compare even remotely to the state-sponsored secularizations of 1780-1830. 110 Could Protestants really have hoped for an empire of the new faith? The fact that churches of the Augsburg Confession survived at all owes everything to the empire's de facto recognition of them, achieved by an arduous political process. Acceptance of Protestant confiscations of church property rested on claims about the religious uses of property, defined by canon law and tradition and reinterpreted by the new clergy to support the Protestant ministry. It just happened that clerical rhetoric, meant to win church property for evangelicals and protect it from abuse by temporal rulers, helped the League justify its actions as protection of the church. It was in this unexpected way that the faith of the new theologians created an empire of two churches. CHRISTOPHER OCKER is Professor of Church History at the San Francisco Theological Seminary, San Anselmo, CA 94960. An earlier version of this essay was read before the conference "Religion and Authority in Central Europe" at the University of Alberta in September 2006. My thanks go to Howard Louthan and the other participants for their comments and to Joshua Kortbein of the Center for Austrian Studies at the University of Minnesota for his careful editorial review.
